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Abstract: The design of a novel submerged hydraulic turbine for producing electricity by converting the available hydropower on canal locks during raising and lowering ships, but with the minimum overall impact on the facility, is being considered. The hydraulic head in such applications is low (few meters) and varies over time (from its maximum value down to zero) resulting in a low potential conversion of hydraulic head in electrical energy. The study involves the modification of the hydraulic transient system, the design and performance estimation of a hydraulic turbine. Based on the performance curves, a permanent magnet Vernier generator is designed. The models of hydraulic turbine and generator are added to the system model and simulations results of the whole system are presented.

1. Introduction

In “Hauts de France” region, more than 200 locks can be found all along a very dense network of rivers and canals allowing for goods and containers transportation. According to the rather flat landscape of the region, the locks are characterized by rather low water height differences between their upstream and downstream sides (generally around 3 m). Nevertheless, in a general context of energy saving, the potential energy recuperation during locks operation must be examined carefully.

A typical lock facility (Fig. 1) is characterized by a constant hydraulic head difference between upstream, \( H_1 \), and downstream, \( H_2 \), in the absence of any ship lock process (steady state), which is nearly independent of seasonal variations. The available gross head, \( \Delta H(t) \), is quite small, in the order of few meters. When a boat arrives from the upstream direction two identical square guillotine valves (denoted as \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) on Fig. 1), positioned on the side channels \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), are opened simultaneously and gradually in order the lock to be filled-up with water smoothly with a non-constant over time flow rate, \( Q(t) \). By this way, it is assured that the flow of water is equally distributed in the two side channels and most important inside the lock minimum disturbances are being created in the free surface. During this operation the gross head starts to decrease and finally the level of water becomes equal in the two sides of the top gates which then open allowing the boat to enter the lock. Finally, the lock is being drained downstream with a similar procedure, through side channels \( C_3 \) and \( C_4 \). If a boat comes from the downstream direction then it is being captured inside the lock which is being filled-up until the water level reaches the upstream level.

The possibility of installing turbines in river locks has already been mentioned [1], but the process described is nearly impossible to be installed in an existing lock without major civil engineering modifications. However, a similar work of designing and installing a hydro-turbine in an existing lock has not come to our knowledge.

On the contrary, a lot of work has been done over the last years to develop machines capable of producing energy from low and very low head hydro resources for different applications (e.g. river dams and irrigation channels) where...
the head and/or flow are constant or minor changes are being observed [2,3]. Nowadays, several types of turbines for very low head application are available in the market [4,5].

In conventional hydro power systems, a governor is used for controlling the turbine’s speed of rotation and producing the maximum energy. In the case under consideration, the turbine will be submerged, installed inside the side flow channel of the lock, where the water current will cause the blades to rotate. However, due to the variable water level the flow rate is never constant. Operating always at the best performance of the turbine, requires the rotation speed to follow the changes of the fluid velocity. This can be achieved by adopting a variable speed control system [6]. The idea behind the variable speed operation is to adjust the rotational speed for off-designed heads and/or discharge loads, which result in a reduced efficiency and could also lead to vibrations and cavitation problems [7,8]; thus, maximum efficiency power tracking at every operation point is being ensured [9,10]. For an axial propeller turbine, the overall efficiency is expected to be improved [9,11].

In addition, several studies have also focused on the design and control of systems intended for the conversion of wind or tidal energy, the principle of which is close to the problem of the conversion of canal lock hydropower into electrical energy [12-14].

The present paper is describing a project that aims in designing a hydro generator that can capture intermittent energy during the ship lock processes in the range of 30 to 60 kW and presenting the findings of the study. The overall goal is to develop an assembly consisting of a hydraulic machine and an energy conversion and controlling system, respecting constraints coming from the lock operation. Main characteristic of such facilities is the very low available hydraulic head which additionally varies with time, during operation, from its maximum value down to zero. Constraints that are being set are to minimize the effect on operation, from the maximum to its minimum, and drainages) is 480 s. For one year the total number of operations (fillings and drainages) is 3.03 m and the time duration to, to fill or drain the lock is around 480 s. For one year the total number of operations (fillings and drainages) is 78.14 MJ (1)

where \( \rho \) is the water density, \( g \) the acceleration of gravity and \( V_{\text{lock}} \) the volume of water incorporated to the lock during one filling sequence. In an annual basis, the maximum energy corresponds to:

\[
E_{\text{th,annual}} = N_E E_{\text{ch}} = 0.156 \text{GWh/y} \tag{2}
\]

This hydraulic energy can be converted to electrical by 2 turbines installed either on the upstream side (Fig. 1) during filling the lock or on the downstream side during emptying the facility. Thus, during a full operation cycle (fill and drain) the total theoretical available energy, and consequently the produced energy, can be doubled if 4 turbines are being installed.

2.2. Modelling of the lock transient operation

Due to the absence of any flow data, first a dynamic model, using Simulink®, was developed for simulating the operation of the lock without the presence of any turbine and acquiring the evolution of the flow rate and the hydraulic head. The model is taking into consideration the pressure difference between the upstream, \( P_{\text{up}} \), and the lock, \( P_{\text{lock}} \), the overall head losses, \( \Delta P_{\text{losses}} \), and the inertance, \( \Delta P_{\text{ inert}} \).

\[
P_{\text{up}} - P_{\text{lock}} = \Delta P_{\text{losses}} + \Delta P_{\text{ inert}} \tag{3}
\]

Upstream the hydraulic pressure is always constant, \( \rho g H_1 \), whereas the pressure in the lock is changing over time, \( \rho g H_2(t) \). The flow is being equally distributed in the two side channels. \( S_{\text{lock}} \) is the sectional area of the lock equal to the product of its length and width.

\[
P_{\text{up}} = \rho g H_1 \tag{4}
\]

\[
P_{\text{lock}}(t) = \rho g H_2(t) = \frac{\rho g}{S_{\text{lock}}} \int Q(t) \, dt \tag{5}
\]

Head losses occur in the channels and the valves. For the channels, the total losses can be described by Eq. (6), where \( k \) is the total friction coefficient in the channels and \( S_{\text{lock}} \) is the cross section of the channel. The dimension of the cross section is 2.3 m x 2.3 m.
The unsteadiness of the whole process is coming from the term of inertia, described by Eq. (8), which is not of great importance (Fig. 3). Thus, the degree of unsteadiness of the system is considerably low.

One of the main constrain, associated to the installation of the turbines, is to retain the duration of the transient operation close to the initial level (≈480 s), which will not be the case when introducing the turbines in the system. An additional source of losses will be added on the system resulting in an increase of the time cycle. The degree of the effect will depend on the selected machine and its design. A solution could be to modify the control law of the valves opening, for example force the valve to open in one step (continuously and linearly over time) and in a time interval of τ = 60 s. The results of the modified control and operation valve law are also presented on Fig. 2. The main characteristic of the proposed solution is that the same total dissipated energy, which is again perfectly equal with the maximum potential energy, is being acquired in a shorter time interval. The maximum flow rate is higher resulting in a shorter duration of the lock process and higher maximum hydraulic power. Despite the shorter operation time the losses in the flow channels are higher because of the higher bulk velocity (Fig. 3).

However, attention should be given in the possibility of disturbing the free surface, especially during the filling operation of the lock, because of the sudden increase of the flow rate. By increasing the required time for the valve to be completely opened in one step the potential effect on the boat stability can diminish, since the increment of the flow rate will be gentler and smooth, but the reduction of the total duration of the operation will not be significant.

3. Hydraulic turbine design

First, a simple model of the turbine operation is being adopted and included on the dynamic model. Based on the preliminary results and by respecting specific restrictions the hydraulic machine is being selected and designed using a more detailed approach.

3.1. Hydraulic machine pre-design

A simple model for the turbine head drop, Eq. (10), based on the overall resistance coefficient of the hydraulic machine, κ, was introduced in the dynamic model. The resistance factor (κ = 138.76 kg/m³) was defined as the value for which the time for filling the lock is equal to around 480 s. The dissipated power in the machine can be calculated by Eq. (11).
The optimum flow rate, turbine head and rotational speed at the best efficient point (BEP) or design point of the turbine can be done for any value of the loss factor will result in very low energy gain. The energy recuperation tends asymptotically towards 100%, and further increase of the machine increase. The energy recuperation tends to a slight overestimation of the energy which will have its best efficiency point for the maximum values of $Q$ and $H$. It has to be noted that the maximum value of $H$ in Fig. 5 is around 1.6 m whereas the available water level difference at the beginning of the operation is 3 m. This difference is due to the energy dissipation in the pipes and valves of the hydraulic system. At this stage of the design, the efficiency at the best efficiency point is supposed to be $\eta_{BEP} = 80\%$. It is expected that along the line of Fig. 5 the machine will always perform with its maximum efficiency.

$$\Delta P(t) = k_t Q(t)^2 \quad (10)$$
$$P_{in}(t) = \Delta P Q(t) \quad (11)$$

A part of that energy will be transformed in electricity according to the type of machines (hydraulic and electric) and associated efficiencies. The level of the mechanical power can be modified by changing the imposed law of the valve, for example decreasing the time of the variable flow rate evolution, which strongly depends on the valve control law, on the stability of the free surface in the lock and therefore on the stability of the boat. The turbine head, $H$, can be calculated:

$$H_i(t) = \frac{P_{in}(t)}{Q(t) g \rho} \quad (12)$$

By integrating the turbine power, the total energy produced per turbine found to be $E_i = 21.60 \text{ MJ}$, which represents 55% of the maximum potential energy. It has to be noted, that this analysis proposed as a first approach, is ignoring the minimum technical discharge of the turbine, which leads to a slight overestimation of the energy produced by the system. However, the total energy can be increased if the factor $k$, is increased, but this will affect the duration of the whole operation. Different values of the resistance coefficient correspond to different designs of the same machine. It is also expected to change the pressure drop of the machine by modifying the rotational speed of the rotor.

Therefore, the simulation model can be used as an optimization tool for determining the correct value of $k$, to be used on a later step of the design procedure, for achieving the desired level of energy recuperation in compromise with the cycle duration. Fig. 4 summarizes the effects on the energy recuperation and the cycle duration. By increasing the factor $k$, in other words increasing the turbine head drop, both the operation cycle and the power produced by the machine increase. The energy recuperation tends asymptotically towards 100%, and further increase of the factor will result in very low energy gain.

Fig. 4. Duration of lock process (red) and energy recuperation (blue) for different values of the turbine overall resistance coefficient

3.2. Best efficiency point (BEP)

From the results of the simple modelling, a first estimation of the best efficient point (BEP) or design point of the turbine can be done for any value of the loss coefficient. The best efficient point is determined by the optimum flow rate, turbine head and rotational speed at which the machine will have its maximum efficiency. On Fig. 5 the flow rate and head are being plotted for the case of $k_t = 138.76 \text{ kg/m}^3$. The aim will be to design a machine which will have its best efficiency point for the maximum values of $Q$ and $H$. The selection of the type of the hydraulic machine depends on many criteria, all of which are directly linked to the application under consideration. In the specific case, to predefined the machine type, several quantitative (available head, flow rate, rotational speed, cost) and qualitative factors (degree of intervention in the facility, portability, location) must be considered [19]. The main characteristic of the turbine under design is the very low head. It is a common practice in such applications to use axial reaction turbines and more precisely a propeller or Kaplan turbine.

![Fig. 5. Determination of the best efficient point (BEP)](image)

In addition, the specific diameter, $D_s$, and speed, $N_s$, can be calculated. It is obvious that these parameters are not constant during the operation of the lock, because of the variable flow rate and head. Using the following equations, and the well-known Cordier diagram [18] the speed of rotation, $N$, is being calculated for the BEP.

$$D_s(t) = \frac{D [\rho g H_i(t)]^{1/2}}{\sqrt{Q_i(t)}} \quad (13)$$
$$N_s(t) = \frac{N \sqrt{Q_i(t)}}{[\rho g H_i(t)]^{1/2}} \quad (14)$$

If the diameter of the machine is $D = 2 \text{ m}$, slightly smaller than the width and the height of the side channels, it is found that $N = 14 \text{ rpm}$. The calculated speed of rotation is quite small, making very difficult to design the electrical machine that will accompany the hydraulic part without gear box. A reason for that, except the very low head, can be the fact that Cordier diagram, which has been the statistical result of various commercial turbines, is not able to describe the operation of the specific application. Therefore, a higher rotational speed, at the BEP, will be assumed and fixed.

3.3. Hydraulic machine selection

The selection of the type of the hydraulic machine depends on many criteria, all of which are directly linked to the application under consideration. In the specific case, to predefined the machine type, several quantitative (available head, flow rate, rotational speed, cost) and qualitative factors (degree of intervention in the facility, portability, location) must be considered [19]. The main characteristic of the turbine under design is the very low head. It is a common practice in such applications to use axial reaction turbines and more precisely a propeller or Kaplan turbine.
As it can be understood, the design of the machine is based on two main parameters: an external diameter (in the case of an axial turbine) compatible with the cross-section dimensions of the existing channels, and the chosen value of \( k \). As mentioned before, the impeller speed of rotation can then be rather easily deduced using the Cordier diagram (which cannot be applied satisfactorily in the case under consideration) or a pre-defined fixed value can be used for the best efficient point. However, it will be clear afterwards that the final selection of the rotational speed will depend on the combination of the two systems: the hydraulic and the electrical. If the law used to model the turbine is validated, it can be observed that the use of an adequate variation of speed of rotation during the transient process can lead to correct machine efficiency during the whole operation. Controlling, thus, the speed with the electrical machine will result in controlling the flow evolution on the system.

Additionally, the specific machine is being required to be installed with the minimum intervention on the facility, meaning no civil works must be required, to be submerged mounted at the inlet or outlet of the side channels, but at the same time to be possible to be raised easily for purposes of maintenance and cleaning. And, of course, economical aspects must be considered in the early phase of the machines selection.

Based on the above criteria a simple non-regulated axial propeller was chosen to be designed for the case under consideration.

### 3.4. Detailed design of the turbine

#### 3.4.1 Velocity triangles & design equations

A more comprehensive approach using the method of the velocity triangles and calculating the turbine hydraulic losses was applied [18,20] and the associated system of equations was included in the dynamic model. The simplest approach to the analysis and design of a hydraulic turbine is to assume that the flow conditions at the mean radius represent the flow at all radii. This two-dimensional analysis can provide a reasonable approximation of the actual flow, if the ratio of blade height to mean radius is small. The below assumptions were made:

- Water enters the turbine in the axial direction.
- The axial component of the flow velocity is constant.
- At design point the flow velocity at the outlet is completely axial.
- Mean radius is constant, and the radius of the tip and hub was taken equal to 1 m and 0.5 m, respectively.
- 16 guide vanes and 4 runner blades were considered.

The rotational speed at the BEP can be either determined based on the Cordier curve or fixed on a certain value. The flow through a reaction axial machine should accelerate, but this was not the case if the speed of rotation was calculated based on the Cordier diagram. On the contrary, a rotational speed could be found above which the flow starts to accelerate, and this occurred above 25 rpm. Additionally, restrictions coming from the design of the electrical machine must be taken into consideration in the final selection.

#### 3.4.2 Transient process modelling

The rotational speed, \( N \) in rpm or \( \omega \) in rad/s, will be changed during the lock process, which will lead to a better performance of the machine due to the variation of the flow rate and hydraulic head. At that phase of the study, the transient speed of rotation is following the similarity law of Eq. (15). Therefore, the turbines will always operate at the best efficient point resulting in high and constant efficiency during the lock process.

\[
\omega(t) = \frac{Q_{\text{BEP}}}{Q_{\text{BEP}}} \omega_{\text{BEP}} \tag{15}
\]

The detailed design of the turbines revealed a slight different filling time, comparing with the results of the simple turbine model which gave a time equal to 480 s. The evolution of the flow and gross head together with the corresponding evolution of the potential power and the mechanical power are given on Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6. Evolution of (a) the flow rate, \( Q_i \), and gross head, \( \Delta H \), and (b) the turbine power, \( P \), with the detailed turbine model](image)

The total energy produced is 18.51 MJ (or 47.38% of the potential energy). The amount calculated with the detailed model is less than the one predicted by the simple turbine model, because the losses in the machine are being considered, whereas in the simple model the efficiency was considered to be equal to 100%. The efficiency is being calculated by Eq. (16) and was found to be constant around 80%.

\[
\eta(t) = \frac{\omega(t)}{\omega_{\text{BEP}}} \tag{16}
\]

#### 3.4.3 Turbine characteristic curves

The characteristic curves (Fig. 7) of the hydraulic machine can be reproduced by performing simulations with constant flow rates, in the range of 1 to 15 m\(^3\)/s, and linearly varying speed of rotation from 0 to 200 rpm. The rotational speed at design point was always 50 rpm, and the hub and tip radius 0.5 and 1 m,
respectively. The best hydraulic efficiency of the turbine obtained in Fig. 7d is consistent with the values obtained in recent numerical simulation concerning very low head turbines and a little bit higher than the efficiencies experimentally obtained in recent works [21-23].

Table 1. Turbine characteristic curves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H₀(N)</th>
<th>A₀, B₀, C₀</th>
<th>kg/m³</th>
<th>kₚ min⁻¹</th>
<th>m/min⁻²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.763</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>τ(N)</th>
<th>A₁, B₁, C₁</th>
<th>kg/m³</th>
<th>kₚ min⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5023</td>
<td>0.0589</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pₜ(N)</th>
<th>A₂, B₂, C₂</th>
<th>kW·m⁻¹</th>
<th>kW·m⁻²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.0062</td>
<td>0.0526</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Fig. 7a it is obvious that for every flow rate there is an optimum speed of rotation, \( N_{\text{opt}} \), for which the turbine can produce the maximum power. This speed can be found by taking the maximum of the power output. The below equation can be used as a tool (Fig. 8) for tracking the maximum power for a specific flow rate and imposing the optimum rotational speed in Simulink model (instead of the law of similarity).

\[
\frac{dP_\text{t}}{dN} = 0 \Rightarrow N_{\text{opt}} = -\frac{B_1}{2A_1}Q(t) \quad (21)
\]

Comparing with the results for which the law of similarity for the imposed rotational speed was used, there are slight differences in the filling time and the amount of energy being recuperated. The total energy produced was 18.61 MJ (or 47.64% of the potential energy).

4. Electromechanical conversion

The electromechanical conversion should transform the hydraulic power extracted by the turbine first to electrical power through the mechanical coupling between these two components. Then, the generated electrical energy can be expressed as a function of the speed of rotation and the flow rate (Table 1). Dividing the mechanical and the hydraulic power, an equation for the efficiency can also be produced.

\[
\eta(Q,N) = \frac{A_2Q^2 + B_2QN + C_2N^2}{\rho g(A_1Q_1^2 + B_1Q_1N + C_1Q_1N^2)} \quad (20)
\]
is either delivered to the grid or to a local utility. As introduced above, the turbine will be installed at the inlet or outlet of the side conduits in order to avoid any civil engineering modification and its rotation speed during the operation will not be constant. Therefore, whatever the chosen generator and the purpose of the conversion, static converters have to be used to generate a final voltage with constant amplitude and frequency. Thus, the architecture of the electromechanical conversion device is similar to those used in wind turbines or more specifically in tidal turbines at variable speed [24-27]. The main differences are relative to the generator to be used and to the most appropriate control for the application studied, due to the atypical character of flow of water as a function of time.

In the following sections, the overall scheme of the electromechanical conversion is first described. Then, the designed and sized electrical generator is introduced as well as the control principle adopted.

Finally, the models of the different mechanical and electrical parts are coupled and the whole system is simulated by applying the used control with the aim of extracting the maximum power using variable speed turbine-generator.

### 4.1. Electromechanical system

The whole electromechanical system is illustrated in Fig. 9. It constitutes of an electrical generator driven by the turbine and two static converters, i.e. a rectifier and an inverter for the converters 1 and 2 respectively.

![Electrical system illustration](image)

**Fig. 9. Electrical system illustration**

In this system, the generator can be either immersed integrated with the turbine or out of water with its shaft mechanically coupled to the turbine through different devices. In our case, the first solution is chosen for reasons of compactness and simplifications of mechanical parts. Besides, in order to be able to control the energy flows and the different electrical quantities, the two static converters must be controllable and therefore, conventional PWM-controlled converters are used. As introduced previously, the flow rate in the channel is initially controlled by adjusting the opening of the valve. The extracted power of the turbine varies with flow rate and turbine rotational speed. The control of converter 1 (Fig. 9) leads then to controlling the torque created by the electrical machine and thus adjusting the turbine speed at the optimal operation points which depend on the turbine design parameters as explained in the last section. This process is therefore similar to Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) in a wind turbine control [28].

The converter 2, placed between the DC bus and the electrical grid, leads to controlling the DC bus voltage at a constant value and the reactive power on the grid with sinusoidal current absorption. The control of the DC bus voltage leads to having the electrical grid power equal to the power generated by the electrical machine.

#### 4.2. Permanent magnet Vernier generator

Following the design of the turbine, the chosen generator has obviously to fulfil some specifications and constraints. Indeed, its rated speed has to be low in order to avoid any mechanical gearbox and its volume must be enough small in order to be housed in the available interior volume of the turbine. These two constraints cannot be satisfied at the same time by a classical direct driven Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSM) as it requires large pole pair number to satisfy a rated low speed operation at standard frequency leading to a large diameter. Therefore, to reach a high torque at low speed operation while ensuring frequency of the electrical variables at standard value, a PM Vernier Generator Machine (PMVM) is designed, which has a simple structure comparing with classical PMSM [29,30]. The designed prototype is illustrated in Fig. 10. It is an inner stator outer rotor which provides the possibility to integrate the turbine blades into the latter.

![Permanent magnet vernier machine](image)

**Fig. 10. Permanent magnet vernier machine**

In PMVM, the electromagnetic energy conversion is based on the interaction of armature magnetic field with the one of the rotating magnets which is modulated by the air gap permeance due to the open stator slots. Thus, to reach a continuous energy conversion at a synchronus speed, a special relationship among the rotor PM pole pair number, \( p_r \), the stator winding pole pair number, \( p_s \), and the stator slots number, \( N_s \), should be satisfied to obtain constant torque with low ripples.

\[
N_s = p_r \pm p_s (22)
\]

Then, the synchronous speed, \( \Omega_s \) is linked to the stator frequency, \( f_s \) by \( \Omega_s = 2 \pi f_s \).

With the specifications of the studied application, an inner stator outer rotor prototype generator at 50 rpm and 36.6 Hz (\( p_r = 44 \), \( p_s = 4 \) and \( N_s = 48 \)) has been analytically designed, optimized and verified by finite element analysis method [16].
5. System control and performance

To study the behaviour of the whole system, a simulation model of the electromechanical conversion system is built.

5.1. Permanent magnet Vernier generator model and control

From the global point of view, the operation of the PMVM is quite similar to the PMSM. Therefore, its three-phase lumped parameter model is identical to the one of synchronous machine and can be expressed in dq rotating reference frame as follow [31]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dv}{dt} &= R_i + L_d \frac{di}{dt} - \omega_L i_q + \omega \Phi_{PM} \\
\frac{di}{dt} &= T_e - \omega L_q i_q + \omega \Phi_{PM} \\
\frac{di_d}{dt} &= T_m - T_e - f_d i_d 
\end{align*}
\]

where \(v\) and \(i\) represent the voltage and current respectively, \(R\) is the winding resistance, \(\Phi_{PM}\) is the PM flux linkage, \(p\) is the rotor pole pair number of the machine, \(\omega\) is the electrical rotational speed, \(\omega_L\) is the mechanical rotational speed, \(T_e\) is the load torque, \(T_m\) is the generator torque and \(f_d\) is the viscous damping. \(J\) is the inertia of the rotating parts in the system. \(j\) and \(f\) are estimated values used in the simulation which will be modified in the prototype system to design the controller. Furthermore, as the magnets are rotor surface mounted, there is no reluctance saliency that can modulate the stator inductances, i.e. they are constant with respects to the rotor position. Hence, the dq-axes inductances are identical (\(L_d = L_q\)).

The values of the designed machine dq model parameters are identified from the numerical model of the optimized prototype and given in Appendix. This model is used to develop a control strategy based on classical vector current control (or field oriented control). Fig. 11 shows the control scheme for the generator-side converter. As in the case of conventional surface mounted PMSM, the d-axis current reference is set to zero to minimize the copper losses of the generator [32]. The q-axis current reference is calculated by the speed loop controller. The input of the latter, i.e. speed reference, is obtained from the MPPT algorithm based on the measured or estimated flow rate.

![Fig. 11. Generator side converter control structure](image)

5.2. Grid side model and control

The grid side model is like the generator one when RL filter model is chosen. The three phase voltages and currents of grid side can also be modelled in a dq reference frame as follows [33]:

\[
\begin{align*}
U_{dq} &= r_f i_{dq} + l_f \frac{di_{dq}}{dt} - \omega_L i_q + U_d \\
U_{eq} &= r_f i_{eq} + l_f \frac{di_{eq}}{dt} + \omega_L i_q + U_e
\end{align*}
\]

where the subscripts \(g\) and \(i\) denotes the grid and the inverter side, \(r_f\) and \(l_f\) are the grid side resistance and inductance, \(U_d\) and \(U_e\) are the inverter side dq axis voltages, \(U_{eq}\) and \(U_{dq}\) are the grid side dq axes voltages, \(\omega_L\) is the grid side frequency which can be determined by Phase Lock Loop (PLL method) [34]. Like in the generator side converter, the dq-axes currents and voltages are decoupled. This characteristic provides an effective mean for the independent control of the active and reactive powers of the system. The grid side active power, \(P_g\), and reactive power, \(Q_g\), can be calculated by Eq. (25) [33]. \(Q_g\) is controlled to zero to achieve unity power factor control.

\[
\begin{align*}
P_g &= \frac{3}{2} (U_{dq} i_{eq} + U_{eq} i_{eq}) \\
Q_g &= \frac{3}{2} (U_{eq} i_{eq} - U_{dq} i_{eq})
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 12 shows the grid side converter control structure. It contains two cascaded control loops. The inner loops control the grid currents or grid power and the outer loops control the DC-link voltage and the reactive power. In order to transfer the maximum available power to the grid from the DC-bus, the voltage of the DC-bus should be controlled at a constant reference value. In the inner current control loop, the dq-axes current references are calculated by Eq. (25). The outer loop gives out the active and reactive power references. The dq-axes voltages are obtained from the transformation of the measured grid side voltage.

![Fig. 12. Grid side converter control structure](image)

5.3. Simulation results
As already mentioned, the valves are controlled in four steps in a real typical lock and several scenarios are possible; either adding the turbine without changing the valve opening procedure, or letting the same procedure with different opening times or opening the valve in one step. The different processes of valve opening will be discussed in detail with respect to energy extracting.

The dynamic simulation equations described on the previous section are used to build an average model in Matlab/Simulink®. The grid side energy is compared for different operation valve process.

Fig. 13 shows the simulation results of one turbine when the valves are opened in one step. From the flow rate variation curve, it is known that the water in lock can be filled or drained in approximately 480 s. The measured rotational speed and the DC bus voltage follow their reference quite well. Grid side unity power factor is achieved as the reactive power is kept at zero. It indicates that the control parameters are tuned very well.

The canal lock available energy is strongly intermittent and can lead, in case of more powerful system, to non-negligible perturbation at the grid connection. To reduce potential grid side power oscillations, Energy Storage System (ESS) is adopted to smooth the power fluctuation.

The system topology with ESS is shown in Fig. 16. The latter is constituted of both batteries and supercapacitors. Indeed, battery has high energy density and low power density characteristics while supercapacitors have opposite characteristics. Therefore, they can compensate each other and can be of great interest in the case of the studied application as explained above. Flow battery type is adopted as it has flexible energy, high power density capability and long service life cycle. Furthermore, its self-discharge effect is very small [35].
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The canal lock available energy is strongly intermittent and can lead, in case of more powerful system, to non-negligible perturbation at the grid connection. To reduce potential grid side power oscillations, Energy Storage System (ESS) is adopted to smooth the power fluctuation.

The system topology with ESS is shown in Fig. 16. The latter is constituted of both batteries and supercapacitors. Indeed, battery has high energy density and low power density characteristics while supercapacitors have opposite characteristics. Therefore, they can compensate each other and can be of great interest in the case of the studied application as explained above. Flow battery type is adopted as it has flexible energy, high power density capability and long service life cycle. Furthermore, its self-discharge effect is very small [35].

Fig. 13. Dynamic simulation results of one turbine for valve opened instantaneously

Fig. 14. Flow rate comparison for different valve opening process

Fig. 15. Grid side energy comparison for one operation (filling and draining water)

Fig. 16. System illustrations with energy storage system (ESS)
6.1. Supercapacitors and DC–DC converters modelling

The supercapacitor is modelled as RC circuit. When charging, the voltage at its terminals can be deduced through the following relation:

\[ V_{\text{sup}} = \frac{1}{C_{\text{sup}}} \int i_{\text{sup}} \, dt + i_{\text{sup}} R_{\text{sup}} \]  

(26)

where \( i_{\text{sup}} \) is the supercapacitor current, \( R_{\text{sup}} \) is the supercapacitor resistance.

While connected to the buck DC-DC converter, a second equation must be applied to calculate the dynamics of the current \( i_{\text{sup}} \):

\[ L \frac{di_{\text{sup}}}{dt} + V_{\text{sup}} = D_{\text{cyc}} V_{\text{DC}} \]  

(27)

\( L \) is the buffer inductor inductance and \( D_{\text{cyc}} \) is the applied time-dependent duty cycle for the converter.

The above two equations can be used to build a dynamic average model for the coupling DC-DC converter/supercapacitors.

6.2. Battery modelling

The vanadium redox flow battery (VRB) technology is chosen and its model presented in this paper is mainly based on the reference [35,36].

Fig. 17 shows the flow battery equivalent circuit model where the stack current \( I_{\text{stack}} \) and stack voltage \( V_{\text{stack}} \) represent the battery cell-stack internal current and electromotive force that permit to calculate the battery state of charge (SoC). The battery terminal voltage and current are expressed as \( V_{\text{battery}} \) and \( I_{\text{battery}} \). The transient component associated with the electrode capacitance is modelled by \( C_{\text{electrode}} \).

The losses are taken into account by the internal resistances \( R_{\text{react}} \) and \( R_{\text{resist}} \) while the parasitic resistance \( R_{\text{fixed}} \) allows modeling the stack by-pass current. The power losses due to the circulation pump and the system controller are represented by the loss current \( I_{\text{pump}} \). Finally, the switch on the parasitic branch is used to account for the battery standby mode. The parameter calculation process is detailed in [34].

6.3. Energy storage system power flow control

In order to reduce the grid side power oscillation, it is assumed to control the grid side power as constant during the day. The ESS power (positive for charge mode) is set to compensate the difference between the available power supply at DC bus PG and grid power demand as follows:

\[ P_{\text{ESS}} = P_t - P_{\text{grid}} \]  

(28)

To be able to achieve a good control strategy in which the battery is mitigated of stresses, the high frequency part of the power should be sent to the supercapacitor and the low frequency part to the batteries. Then the power flow in battery and supercapacitor will be determined using low pass filter control strategy as shown in Fig. 18.

Based on the power references, the reference currents of battery and supercapacitor can be calculated as the DC bus voltage is controllable. The two current references will be then controlled by their corresponding PI controller. The outputs of the latter are the corresponding converter voltages which will be used to calculate the modulation duty cycles of the converters.

6.4. Simulation results with ESS

The assumption that there is only one operation of filling and draining water per hour in the day is made and two operations are simulated. The power flow in the system is shown in Fig. 19. The blue line shows the energy produced by the generator. The grid side power will be kept at the average level for one hour. At the beginning of each cycle, one part of the generator produced power will be transferred to grid. Then the rest power will be used to charge the battery and the supercapacitor. It can be seen that the supercapacitor charged faster than the battery. When the generator power is zero, the battery will be discharged to keep the grid side power as smooth as possible.
7. Conclusion

This paper presents the whole system of canal lock energy exploration for a facility located in the north of France with an available hydraulic head of 3 m by installing submerged turbines on the channels flow. Up to four turbines can be installed at each facility. All results presented above are for one turbine and during filling or draining the lock.

Hydraulic canal lock modelling and design of a non-regulated axial propeller turbine are detailed. For the electrical part, a permanent magnet Vernier (PMVM) is designed and optimized for this project. The variable generator rotational speed (0-50 rpm) is controlled depending on the estimated current flow (0-11 m³/s) to achieve the maximum power tracking. The aim of grid side control is to keep the DC bus voltage constant. Therefore, the active power produced by the generator can be totally transferred to the grid side. The reactive power is controlled as zero. In addition, energy storage system is applied to control the power flow inside the system. Hence, the power can be smoothed for the grid side power integration.

The priority operation of canal lock facility is to facilitate the navigation of ships. Therefore, major civil engineer works, which will result in shutting down the facility, cannot be implemented to maximize the energy exploration. This limits the total harnessed energy. The hydraulic system can achieve efficiency about 47%. In the electrical part simulation, the generator core losses, generator mechanical losses and converter losses are not introduced in the model for simplicity in classical way. The electrical part efficiency is estimated about 90%. Therefore, the total energy per turbine transferred to the grid is approximately 40% of the available theoretical energy. The total recovered energy depends on the total number of turbines to be installed, and since only the cases of installing 2 or 4 machines is being considered (because it is important always to retain the symmetry of the canal lock and not to disturb the stability of the ships during filling/drainage the lock) the total energy produced is around 62.5 MJ per operation (fill or drain) or 125 MJ in a full operation cycle. As this sum of energy is the additional benefit of ship passing, canal lock energy extracting should not be underestimated.

The present study was conducted to show the technical feasibility of converting available hydropower to electrical energy on canal locks during raising and lowering ships. It was carried out on a given lock, with a limited number of ships passing a lock per day, whose information is available. Moreover, it was conducted in a way that does not change the current operation of the lock. Therefore, a serious analysis of economic 'profitability' cannot be conducted only on the basis of the results presented. Apart from a pure sustainable development aspect, the economic study must consider the number of daily operations of the lock, its day-to-day working scale, the development of a forecasting strategy to optimize the energy recovered by operation etc. These points could be the subject of an extensive complementary work.

The next step of the research project is to focus on a more detailed study of the channel power losses using numerical modelling method. Additionally, a scaled 1 kW turbine-generator system has been developed for validating the developed dynamic model.
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